Quantum communication has been rapidly developed due to its unconditional security and successfully implemented through optical fibers and free-space air in experiment [1] [2] [3] . To build a complete quantum communication network involving satellites in space and submersibles in ocean, underwater quantum channel has been investigated in both theory and experiment [4] [5] [6] . However, the question of whether the polarization encoded qubit can survive through a long-distance and high-loss underwater channel, which is considered as the restricted area for satellite-borne radio waves, still remains. Here, we experimentally demonstrate the transmission of blue-green photonic polarization states through 55-meter-long water. We prepare six universal quantum states at single photon level and observe their faithful transmission in a large marine test platform. We obtain the complete information of the channel by quantum process tomography. The distance demonstrated in this work reaches a region allowing potential real applications, representing a step further towards air-to-sea quantum communication.
Since the BB84 protocol was proposed by Bennett and Brassard, various protocols and methods have appeared to promote the communication efficiency and increase the secure distance of quantum key distribution (QKD) [1] [2] [3] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . So far, the distance of quantum communication through optical fiber has reached an order of several hundred kilometers [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , which is applicable for inter-city secure communication [17] [18] [19] . For the situations without an established fiber link, free-space air has been exploited as a new quantum channel [8, [20] [21] [22] . From the first 32-cm demonstration in lab to today's quantum satellite, the achieved distance through free-space air has been increased to 1200 km [7, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Meanwhile, the free-space quantum communication in water environment that covers over 70% area of the Earth, has attracted much attention for its indispensable role in constructing the global quantum communication network [4] [5] [6] . In the recent experiment in seawater [5] , the transmission of polarization-encoded quantum states and quantum entanglement has been demonstrated in a 3.3-meter-long pipe filled with seawater. The obtained high fidelities suggest that underwater quantum communication with photonic polarization is feasible and promising. Very recently, a QKD experiment with photonic orbital angular momentum was performed through a 3-meter underwater channel and the effect of turbulence on transmitted error rates was explored [6] .
However, it is still unclear what will happen if singlephoton tests go to longer distance and larger tolerance. The theoretically achievable secure communication distances in different single-photon scattering models are not consistent with one another [4, 5] . Besides the fundamental interest of verifying theoretical models, it is also very demanding to push the single-photon test into an entirely new region, for boosting applications in special and ultimate scenarios.
For instance, the frequency band of radio wave emitted by communication satellites ranges from 300 MHz to 300 GHz, which can only penetrate the seawater for no more than several meters. Therefore, it is of great importance to experimentally demonstrate an underwater transmission of single-photon states beyond several meters, which may provide a solution of air-to-sea secure communication for submersibles located in open sea.
Here, we experimentally demonstrate the underwater transmission of blue-green photonic polarization states in a large marine test platform up to 55 meters long, as is shown in Fig. 1a , which reaches a distance being able to promise practical quantum communication connecting satellites (or aircraft) and submersibles.
As is shown in Fig. 1b , our experiment is performed in a marine test platform. The platform space is semi-open with many windows connecting the internal and external environment. The sender and the receiver systems locate on the same side of water. Photons from the sender system are steered into water by a wireless-controlled cradle head, and are guided back into free-space air and finally into the receiver system. The whole link consists of two air-water interfaces and a 55-meter-long underwater channel.
The priority in our experiment is to determine the wavelength of photons. There is a blue-green band of 400 nm∼550 nm of which light suffers less attenuation in water [29] . On the one hand, the light at 450 nm possesses the highest transmission rate in pure seawater, but the commercially available silicon avalanche photodiode (APD) is rather inefficient in short wavelength, especially arXiv:1811.11176v1 [quant-ph] 27 Nov 2018 in UV-blue band. On the other hand, the light at longer wavelength has a higher transmission rate in eutrophic water (typically in the Pacific Ocean) than oligotrophic water (typically in the Atlantic Ocean). In view of the trade-off above, we eventually choose the wavelength of 532 nm for our experimental test.
We employ two laser systems at the sending terminal as the signal and the beacon individually, as shown in Fig.  1b . We use a 532 nm laser with a tunable power range of 0∼100 mW as the source of the signal light. With an amplitude modulator, we prepare the quasi-single photon source with an intensity required in standard decoy-state protocols. The output power is as low as 1.377 × 10
W, which is equivalent to a source with an average number of photons per pulse µ = 0.37 at a repetition rate of 1 GHz. In addition, a high power beacon light with a power up to 10 W is used here for the task of underwater alignment. The two lasers are both coupled into a single mode fiber to guarantee a good spatial overlap, meanwhile are switchable with a flip mirror.
There are many difficulties for alignment at 1.5-meterdeep underwater environment. Besides the precise pointing control with cradle head and mirrors, we build a twolens telescope to expand the light beam to increase its Rayleigh length, for better stability and transmission ef- ficiency. The diameters of the lens are 150 mm (f =500 mm) and 25 mm (f = 50 mm) respectively. The diameter of the collimated beam is about 2 mm at the receiving terminal. We use a combination of HWP and QWP to compensate polarization rotation induced by the fiber and the other linear optical devices. The received photons are finally projected on a PBS before being coupled into multi-mode fibers.
By comparing the power between the sending terminal and receiving terminal, we are able to estimate the underwater channel loss. The measured attenuation coefficient is about α = 0.16m −1 , which is close to the coefficient in coastal seawater (α = 0.179m −1 ) [30] . The loss of the overall system is about 40 dB. To retrieve signal photons from very strong background noises at high-loss condition is another main challenge for our experiment. By using two long black tubes as spatial filters at the receiving terminals, we obtain an affordable background noise of 600 s −1 on APD1 and 200 s −1 on APD2. After the whole alignment process, we are ready to switch the beacon light to the signal light.
We prepare six universal polarization-encoded quantum states at the sending terminal with the combination of a polarization beam splitter (PBS), a halfwave plate (HWP) and a quarter-wave plate (QWP):
(|H − i |V ). The instability of water causes beam wandering and profile distortion, which both lead to the fluctuation of the photon counting numbers. The received signal intensity is about 11000 s −1 in average, fluctuating from 9000 s −1 to 12000 s −1 . Here we use two detectors to detect transmitted and reflected photons under orthogonal projective measurements simultaneously to eliminate the influence of such fluctuation. Firstly, we verify the polarization correlations between the sent and received states. As is shown in Fig. 2 , we prepare the states at |H , |V , |D , |A and project them under different polarization angles at the receiving terminal. The visibilities obtained by fitting the sinusoidal curves are |H : 87%, |V : 95.2%, |D : 85.5%, |A : 95.2%. The visibilities in basis H/V and D/A are slightly different due to the unbalanced background noises on the two detectors. The average visibility is 90.7% without subtracting the background noises.
To obtain comprehensive and complete information of the received states, we implement quantum state tomography [31] . The density matrices of the six universal states are shown in Fig. 3a . From the density matrices we calculate the state fidelity according to F s = tr √ ρ received ρ sent √ ρ received [32, 33] and present the results in Fig. 3b . We can see that all fidelities are over 95% and the average fidelity is up to 0.976. We further calculate the purity of all these states. As plotted in Fig.  3c , the average purity of the states is up to 0.942. In order to further reveal the physical process of the underwater channel, we also perform quantum process tomography. Here we use the matrix χ to represent the effect of the underwater channel, and the output state can be written as
As for one-qubit process tomography, we choose E m as:
The measured results of quantum process tomography are shown in Fig.  4 . Regardless of the loss effect, the operation conducted by the underwater channel is found similar to the ideal case:
which is the cornerstone for being a reliable quantum channel. We can also calculate the fidelity of the process matrix according to the formula F P = tr √ χ water χ ideal √ χ water , and we obtained a result of up to 0.96, which suggests that photonic polarization states can well survive under the conditions of strong scattering and high loss through long underwater channel. In summary, we experimentally demonstrate the transmission of blue-green photonic polarization states through a 55-meter-long underwater channel. The obtained state and process fidelities confirm the feasibility of implementing secure quantum communication with submersibles located in open sea. It should be noticed that the attenuation coefficient in our marine test platform only approaches the quality of costal sea. The results in blue-green window for open sea have been found as low as 0.018 m −1 [30, 34] , which suggests an even deeper achievable distance. In addition, as the blue-green band is a window of light for both seawater and atmosphere, we can therefore expect a long-distance air-to-sea quantum communication from satellites to submersibles in a depth forbidden to the radio wave frequency in the future.
